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Abstract: Slurry erosion testing is essential for evaluating the durability of materials under erosive
conditions. This study examines the slurry erosion behaviours of chloroprene rubber (CR) under
varying impact conditions to assess its durability. Traditional mass loss methods and qualitative
techniques, including microscopy, SEM, and AFM, were employed to analyse eroded CR samples.
Results indicate that cumulative material loss in CR increases linearly with sand impingement after
approximately 60 kg of sand and correlates with an impact energy of about 30 kJ. The highest
erosion rate was found at an impact angle of 15◦. Erosion mechanisms vary with impact angle,
affecting surface topography from cutting and ploughing at lower angles to deformation and crater
formation at higher angles. Despite their efficacy, these methods are time-intensive and costly.
This paper presents a novel approach utilising gloss measurement for continuous, non-destructive
monitoring of eroded rubber surfaces. Gloss measurements are 24 times faster than traditional
mass loss methods. Correlating gloss values with cumulative material loss, steady-state erosion,
and impact energy offers significant time savings and an enhanced understanding of the erosion
process. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of gloss measurement as a reliable
tool in slurry erosion testing of rubbers. The quantitative output from gloss measurements could
support proactive maintenance strategies to extend service life and optimise operational efficiency in
industrial applications, particularly in the mining industry.

Keywords: slurry erosion; rubber surface; gloss measurement; polychloroprene; non-destructive
method; microscopy; mining

1. Introduction

Slurry erosion testing is essential in material science for assessing the durability of
materials, including rubber liners used in mining and manufacturing. These rubber liners
are critical for transporting ores, sand, and tailings through pumps and pipelines, acting as
sacrificial materials to prevent damage to the components in slurry equipment. Erosive
particles in the slurry can cause significant surface degradation, impacting the reliability and
longevity of the equipment. The erosive forces generated by erosive particles suspended
in fluids can lead to substantial surface degradation over time, ultimately impacting the
reliability and longevity of the equipment [1–7]. Therefore, slurry erosion testing serves as
a crucial tool for simulating these harsh operating conditions and assessing the suitability
of materials for withstanding such demanding environments [4,8,9].

In industrial applications, particularly within sectors like mining, rubber components
are frequently exposed to erosive environments that can lead to significant wear and tear.
Accurate and efficient assessment of slurry erosion is crucial to ensure the durability and
performance of equipment. Traditional methods of assessing slurry erosion, which often
rely on mass loss measurements, are time-consuming and may lack precision, especially
when dealing with the small material losses typically observed in rubber components [8,10].
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Developing new, non-destructive testing methods, such as using a gloss meter for real-time
monitoring, represents a significant advancement in the field. These methods can provide
faster, more accurate erosion assessments, allowing for better maintenance planning and
resource allocation [11].

Despite the significance of slurry erosion testing, traditional methods for monitoring
erosion during testing pose notable challenges, particularly with rubber materials. One
critical challenge involves ensuring the proper drying of rubber samples within a specific
timeframe to prevent discrepancies in weight changes post-slurry erosion, especially con-
cerning the fluid materials used in the test. Rubber exhibits high slurry erosion resistance,
resulting in minimal mass loss [12–16]. Therefore, if the drying process is not carried out
correctly, it can lead to inaccurate mass loss measurements and erroneous evaluations of
slurry erosion rates.

Traditional methods for assessing slurry erosion, such as mass loss measurements,
pose several limitations regarding accuracy, efficiency, and practicality. These methods
often require prolonged drying times, which can exceed 16 h, and are prone to inaccuracies
when dealing with the minimal material loss typical of rubber components impacted by
erosive particles. In the study by Chailad et al. [10], a slurry erosion test of the rubber
was conducted for at least six days until the steady state of material loss was achieved
and the erosion rate could be investigated. In contrast, gloss meter technology offers
a promising alternative for real-time, non-destructive evaluation of slurry erosion. By
measuring surface gloss changes, gloss meters can provide immediate feedback on the
erosion status without damaging the samples. This allows for continuous monitoring and
more frequent assessments, leading to better-informed maintenance decisions and the early
identification of erosion onset [11,17,18].

In response to these challenges, there is a need for fast and non-destructive methods
that facilitate the prompt monitoring of eroded rubber surfaces following slurry erosion
testing. Gloss measurement emerges as a promising approach for easy, fast, and real-
time monitoring of surface erosion. Gloss measurement, widely utilised across various
industries for surface quality assessment, provides a rapid and non-destructive means of
quantifying the reflective properties of surfaces. By measuring the gloss value of a surface,
which reflects its specular reflection characteristics, it becomes feasible to assess surface
smoothness and integrity changes over time [11,17–19]. Utilising gloss measurement in
slurry erosion testing enables continuous monitoring of surface morphology changes
without the need for prolonged waiting periods or destructive sampling, thus overcoming
the limitations of traditional monitoring techniques in investigating the slurry erosion of
rubber samples.

Gloss is an optical property characterising how effectively a surface reflects light in a
specular or mirror-like direction. It is one of the most significant indicators used to describe
the visual appearance of an object. Various factors influence gloss, including the angle of
incident light and surface topography. Gloss encompasses a range of surface phenomena
that collectively define the light-reflecting properties of a surface [18–20]. In industrial
settings, specular gloss finds extensive application in describing the reflectance properties
of product surfaces. Specular gloss is defined as a measure of the specular reflectance of a
surface relative to the specular intensity reflected by a standard template at a given angle
of incidence, denoted as θ:

Gloss =
I
I0

× 100% (1)

where I is the intensity of specular reflection from the sample, I0 represents the specular
reflectance from the standard template, and θ could be 20◦, 60◦, or 85◦ [17,21,22], as shown
in Figure 1. This formula quantifies the degree of specular reflectance the surface exhibits,
providing information on its visual appearance and surface quality. Gloss is quantified
using gloss units (GU), which ranges from a scale of 0 GU, representing a fully matte
surface, to 100 GU, indicative of a perfectly mirrored surface [21].
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Figure 1. Spectral reflection. 

The intensity of specular reflection hinges on the surface from which the beam is re-
flected. When the surface is uniform and smooth, a significant proportion of the incident 
beam is reflected as specular reflectance, exhibiting minimal scattering and low diffuse 
reflectance. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. (a) High diffuse reflection; (b) low diffuse reflection. 

The chosen angles for the gloss measurement significantly influence the obtained 
gloss value. To obtain a clear differentiation over the entire measurement range from high 
gloss to matte, three different geometries, i.e., three different ranges, were defined using a 
60° gloss meter, as seen in Table 1. If the surface appears matte, an angle of 85° is em-
ployed. For surfaces exhibiting mid-level gloss, 60° is selected, while for highly glossy 
surfaces, an angle of 20° is utilised. Varied angles broaden the feasible range of gloss meas-
urements, as evidenced by the linear segments depicted in Figure 3. Operating within this 
linear region offers distinct advantages for gloss measurement across a spectrum of 
timeframes or conditions that may induce variations in gloss values. This linear region 
offers the broadest gloss units corresponding to apparent surface glossiness. Furthermore, 
measurements within the linear region provide greater accuracy due to the broader oper-
ational range of gloss units (Y-axis in Figure 3) compared to measurements conducted 
within curved sections. Hence, selecting an appropriate angle is crucial when conducting 
gloss measurements, ensuring accurate and reliable assessments of surface glossiness. 

Table 1. Gloss values measured at 60° according to the surface gloss [21]. 

60° Gloss Values Gloss Area To Be Measured with 
10 to 70 GU Medium-gloss 60° 

>70 GU High gloss 20° 
<10 GU Matte Gloss 85° 

Figure 1. Spectral reflection.

The intensity of specular reflection hinges on the surface from which the beam is
reflected. When the surface is uniform and smooth, a significant proportion of the incident
beam is reflected as specular reflectance, exhibiting minimal scattering and low diffuse
reflectance. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 2.
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The chosen angles for the gloss measurement significantly influence the obtained gloss
value. To obtain a clear differentiation over the entire measurement range from high gloss
to matte, three different geometries, i.e., three different ranges, were defined using a 60◦

gloss meter, as seen in Table 1. If the surface appears matte, an angle of 85◦ is employed.
For surfaces exhibiting mid-level gloss, 60◦ is selected, while for highly glossy surfaces, an
angle of 20◦ is utilised. Varied angles broaden the feasible range of gloss measurements, as
evidenced by the linear segments depicted in Figure 3. Operating within this linear region
offers distinct advantages for gloss measurement across a spectrum of timeframes or condi-
tions that may induce variations in gloss values. This linear region offers the broadest gloss
units corresponding to apparent surface glossiness. Furthermore, measurements within the
linear region provide greater accuracy due to the broader operational range of gloss units
(Y-axis in Figure 3) compared to measurements conducted within curved sections. Hence,
selecting an appropriate angle is crucial when conducting gloss measurements, ensuring
accurate and reliable assessments of surface glossiness.

Table 1. Gloss values measured at 60◦ according to the surface gloss [21].

60◦ Gloss Values Gloss Area To Be Measured with

10 to 70 GU Medium-gloss 60◦

>70 GU High gloss 20◦

<10 GU Matte Gloss 85◦

This paper introduces a novel approach that utilises gloss measurement to rapidly
monitor eroded rubber surfaces immediately after slurry erosion testing. By leveraging
the principles of gloss measurement and its established applicability in material charac-
terisation, we propose a method that enables continuous assessment of surface erosion
mechanisms. This study reviews existing techniques for assessing erosion in rubber mate-
rials and explores the principles and applications of gloss measurement to highlight the
potential of this innovative approach in advancing slurry erosion testing methodologies.
Additionally, we incorporate images obtained from a microscope, scanning electron mi-
croscope (SEM, Energy Beam Sciences, East Granby, CT 06026, USA), and atomic force
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microscope (AFM) to correlate with the gloss values of eroded rubber surfaces. By integrat-
ing these multiple imaging techniques, our research aims to comprehensively understand
surface morphology changes in conjunction with gloss measurements.
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By addressing the current challenges in monitoring the slurry erosion status of rubber
samples, the method proposed in this study enhances the efficiency and effectiveness of
material durability assessment, particularly for elastomeric materials used in mining and
other erosive industrial applications. Furthermore, the quantitative erosion measurements
obtained can be applied to numerical modelling tools, facilitating the prediction of rubber
liner lifetimes and aiding in optimising material designs for prolonged service life in erosive
environments.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

The rubber utilised in this study is a commercially available polychloroprene rubber
(CR) commonly utilised as a lining material in slurry transport equipment due to its
resilience and durability. The CR formulation contains 50 parts per hundred rubber (phr) of
carbon black, enhancing its mechanical properties and resistance to abrasion. The properties
obtained from the manufacturer and evaluated through standard testing procedures are
summarised in Table 2.

Table 2. Properties of filled CR samples.

Properties Values

Tensile strength (MPa) 5.0 ± 1.5
Stress at 300% strain (MPa) 5.9 ± 0.1

Elongation at break (%) 300 ± 23
Hardness (IRHD) 60.0 ± 1.7

Hysteresis loss (kJ/m) 985.7 ± 0.3
Tear strength (N/mm) 20.0 ± 1.2

Specific gravity (-) 1.4 ± 0.002
Rebound resilience (%) 27.3 ± 1.5

Abrasion loss (mm3) 506.9 ± 9.5
Compression set (%) 35.0 ± 0.7

Wet abrasion resistance index (%) 623.2 ± 5.6
Water absorption (×100%) 101.3 ± 1
Average roughness (nm) 183 ± 42
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2.2. Slurry Erosion Testing

The accelerated slurry erosion testing of CR samples was carried out using a slurry-jet
erosion test (SJET) rig. The testing method was described in full detail in the research
conducted by Chailad et al. [10]. This test rig differs from others [8,23,24] in that it incor-
porates a large slurry tank to handle significant amounts of impinging sand and mitigate
rapid increases in slurry temperature. Figure 4 shows a schematic view of the SJET rig
used in this study. The SJET rig has 500 L of slurry to avoid the rapid increase of slurry
temperature, which could change the properties of rubbers. This method involves forcing
erodent particles through a 4 mm internal diameter nozzle via a water flow, resulting in
a forceful impact on the test specimen. The specimen was fixed at a designated impact
angle and distance from the nozzle throughout the test. The SJET rig provides thorough
control over important variables. The sample used was a square slab measuring 40 mm in
length and width and 12 mm in thickness. Silica sand obtained from Minerals Marketing
(Cheshire, UK) was utilised as erodent particles for the experiments. This sand consists of
sub-rounded particles, possessing a bulk density of 1.56 g/cm3, and is characterised by a
Mohs hardness rating of 7.
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Figure 4. A schematic view of the SJET rig (not to scale) [10]. 1. Nozzle; A test piece with backing
strip (adjustable angle 10◦ to 90◦); 2. CR Sample; 3. Slurry collecting reservoir; 4. Main slurry pipe;
5. Main pump with inverter; 6. 500 L testing reservoir; 7. Sand slurry; 8. Overhead mixer; 9. Transfer
pump; 10. Slurry storage reservoir; 11. Water inlet; 12. Splash cover; 13. Draining pipe points.

Table 3 summarises the parameters employed to test the rubber materials in this study.
Due to the design of the SJET rig, 80% of its maximum slurry capacity was used. Thus, for
the test condition in this study, 20 kg of sand was used per test cycle. After the SJET, all
rubber samples were conditioned for at least 16 h before weighing. Following weighting,
the rubber samples underwent slurry erosion testing until a steady state of erosion was
achieved. The SJET was repeated three times.

Table 3. Parameters used in this study for slurry-jet erosion characterisation.

Parameters Details

Fluid medium Fresh tap water
Slurry temperature (◦C) 20 ± 2

Slurry velocity (m/s) 30
Sand content (wt%) 5

Sand amount/cycle (kg) 20
Impact angle (◦) Varying among 15, 30, 45, and 90

Particle type Sand
Sand size (µm) 392 ± 20

Stand-off distance (mm) 30
Mass of sand used (kg) Varying on the steady-state material loss of the CR samples
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Once the amount of sand impacts is determined using the amount of sand used to
impact the CR sampler per one cycle, namely 20 kg of each cycle, it becomes possible to cal-
culate the total impact energy inflicted by the sand particles on the specimen. This process
entails computing the kinetic energy associated with each impact, which is accomplished
by multiplying the mass of the sand by the square of its impact velocity and subsequently
scaling up to account for the total number of sand impacts. The kinetic energy is calculated
using Equation (2). It was assumed that the impact energy imparted by the sand onto
the rubber surfaces would remain consistent across various impact angles based solely on
sand mass and velocity parameters. The velocity of the sand would be similar to that of
the slurry.

Ek =
1
2

mv2 (2)

where Ek is kinetic energy, m is the amount of the impacting sand (kg), and v is the impact
velocity (m/s).

2.3. Surface Glossiness Measurement

A Rhopoint Instruments IQ Goniophotometer (St. Leonards, UK) equipped with mea-
surement angles of 20◦, 60◦, and 85◦ was used to assess the gloss of eroded rubber surfaces.
The active area for each measurement is approximately two mm2. This device was chosen
due to its ability to measure multiple angles simultaneously within one measurement
session and measure haze and reflected image quality. Before measuring eroded rubber
surfaces, the gloss meter was calibrated against the calibration tile specific to the device.
This calibration step was crucial to ensure the precise functionality and accuracy of the
gloss meter throughout the measurement process [11,17,18].

Initially, the gloss of uneroded CR samples was assessed using the Rhopoint IQ at
60◦ to determine the appropriate angle for measuring rubber surface gloss, as indicated in
Table 1. The gloss measured at 60◦ for CR surfaces was found to be less than 10 gloss units
(GU), suggesting a matte finish upon visual inspection. Consequently, the measurement
angle was adjusted to 85◦ to enhance accuracy. These initial measurements established
a baseline for the glossiness of the CR samples. After each slurry erosion test, gloss
measurement of the eroded rubber surface, again at 85◦, was conducted immediately
without prior conditioning. The measurement zone for specimens subjected to accelerated
SJET was concentrated on the central region where the slurry impacted the specimens.
The step-by-step gloss measurement and interpretation are presented in Figure 5. This
focused approach ensured that the measurements accurately captured the effects of erosion
in the area most directly affected by the slurry impact. The area of the eroded surfaces
varied depending on the impact angles. Ensuring that the same eroded areas are measured
for gloss for different slurry erosion testing statuses is necessary. The rubber samples
were marked at four points to ensure consistent positioning of the gloss meter during
gloss measurement of the same samples under different slurry erosion testing stages. The
average of these five measurements was calculated to determine the mean glossiness of the
rubber sample surfaces, ensuring a representative measurement of glossiness for the same
eroded areas of the sample.
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Figure 5. Step-by-step gloss measurements and interpretation of gloss results.

2.4. Measurements of Eroded Surface Morphology

The eroded CR surfaces after each testing cycle were examined using the Yenway
SZMN stereo microscope to monitor changes across various wear regions during different
stages of slurry erosion. Following the final stage of SJET, eroded CR surfaces were
characterised using Bruker Innova atomic force microscopy (AFM, Bruker, Billerica, MA,
USA). Tapping mode AF was conducted using a monolithic silicon tip with an average
resonance frequency of 300 kHz and a force constant of 40 N/m following the study of
Yerina N and Magonov S [25] The tip dimensions are 125 µm in length, 30 µm in width, and
4 µm in thickness. AFM images were captured at a resolution of 128 × 128 pixels and a scan
rate of 0.75 Hz. The rubber sample was affixed to a metal plate using carbon tape. Selected
areas were scanned within a 10 × 10 µm region. The topography and average roughness
were analysed using NanoScope Analysis software (versions 1.7), with average roughness
(Ra) reported in nanometers. Finally, micro-examination images were conducted using a
scanning electron microscope (SEM) from the HITACHI S-3700 Tungsten Filament SEM
(Energy Beam Sciences, East Granby, CT 06026, USA) and the FEI Inspect F High vacuum
FEG source SEM operating at 5–10 kV [10]. Before being examined, the specimens were
coated with gold to render them conductive before being tested in the SEM.

3. Results
3.1. Slurry Erosion and Erosion Rates

Figure 6a,b displays the cumulative material loss in CR with the changes in the mass
of impinging sand, impact energy, and impact angles. Figure 6c shows the slurry erosion
rate of CR samples with variation in impact angles. The erosion rates were calculated from
the graph in Figure 6a, where the material loss of CR is linearly proportional to the amount
of impingement sand.
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3.2. Surface Topography

Figure 7 presents the optical micrographs of the eroded surface of CR impacted by
120 kg of sand at different impact angles.
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Figure 7. Optical micrographs of the eroded surface of CR impacted by 120 kg of sand at angles of 
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Figure 7. Optical micrographs of the eroded surface of CR impacted by 120 kg of sand at angles of
(a) 15◦; (b) 30◦; (c) 45◦; (d) 90◦.

Figure 8 shows the SEM images, and Figure 9 illustrates AFM images of eroded CR
surfaces subjected to impacts by 120 kg of sand at different impact angles.
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Figure 8. SEM images of the eroded surface of CR impacted by 120 kg of sand at angles of (a) 15◦;
(b) 30◦; (c) 45◦; (d) 90◦.
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3.3. Surface Roughness

Figure 10 shows the average roughness analysis using AFM images of eroded CR
surfaces subjected to varying impact angles. The error bars depict a 95% confidence interval
for the results. Table 4 shows the average roughness of eroded CR samples and the change
in the roughness compared to uneroded CR samples.
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Figure 10. Average roughness of CR surfaces before and after 120 kg of sand at impact angles of 15◦

30◦, 45◦, and 90◦.

Table 4. Average roughness of uneroded and eroded CR.

Average
Roughness (nm)

As received
Eroded CR at an Impact Angle (◦)

15 30 45 90
183 ± 42 194 ± 33 356 ± 42 460 ± 57 637 ± 42

Change (%) - 6 95 151 250

3.4. Slurry Erosion and Surface Gloss

The results in Figures 11 and 12 show the changes in gloss units of eroded CR with
varying amounts of impinging sand and impact energy for different impact angles.
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Figure 11. Changes in gloss units of eroded CR with the amount of impingement sand in SJET at
impact angles of 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, and 90◦.
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Figure 12. Changes in gloss units of eroded CR with the impact energy in SJET at impact angles of
15◦, 30◦, 45◦, and 90◦.

Figure 13 shows the gloss reduction of the eroded CR surfaces subjected to different
impact angles. Error bars indicate a 95% confidence interval for the results.
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Figure 13. Gloss units changes in CR samples at impact angles of 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, and 90◦.

Figure 13 displays the gloss data recorded at each slurry erosion testing cycle plot-
ted against cumulative material loss. Error bars represent a 95% confidence interval for
the results.

4. Discussion
4.1. Slurry Erosion and Erosion Rate

From consideration of Figure 6a illustrating the cumulative material loss in CR in
relation to changes in the mass of impinging sand and impact angles, it is clear that the
material loss of CR increased proportionally with the amount of impinging sand, reaching
a steady state of slurry erosion after approximately 60 kg of sand impingement. Figure 6b
indicates that the steady state of material loss occurs around an impact energy of 30 kJ
applied to the CR samples at all impact angles. Furthermore, Figure 6c reveals variations
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in material loss due to slurry erosion at different impact angles, highlighting distinct
erosion rates. Specifically, the highest material loss typically occurs at an impact angle of
15◦. The erosion rates decreased with an increase in impact angles but increased again at
90◦. This variability suggests that erosion mechanisms differ significantly across various
impact angles, particularly between glancing and normal angles, consistent with previous
studies [10,12–16]. Employing appropriate testing techniques is crucial to substantiate
these observations.

Quantitative measurement methods offer valuable insights into rubber resistance to
slurry erosion under various impact conditions, aiding in assessing erosion stages and
rates. However, obtaining precise quantitative data, such as rubber mass loss, can be
time-intensive. In this study, for example, it took 16 h to sufficiently dry rubber samples
for accurate mass loss measurements, excluding the effects of water uptake during slurry
erosion testing. Using traditional methods, such as mass loss measurements employed
here, involves the lengthy process of drying samples and measuring mass loss after each
test cycle, as depicted in Figure 6a. Under the conditions of this study, it required at
least three days to determine the amount of sand needed for the slurry erosion of CR to
stabilise and reach a steady state. This extended timeframe ensures dependable and precise
measurements of material loss due to slurry erosion in CR samples. Therefore, alternative
qualitative methods are needed for initial assessments of rubber slurry erosion to reduce
analysis time. Visual inspection, which can provide quantitative results, could be one of
the valuable methods for this purpose.

4.2. Surface Topography

Optical images in Figure 7 reveal a transition in the shape of the eroded area from
elongated to circular with increasing impact angle, indicating changes in the impingement
area. This suggests a shift from shallow to deep wear scars as slurry impact angles move
from oblique to normal. At lower impact angles, the parallel component of sand velocity
exceeds the normal, leading the sand to roll and slide across the rubber surface, conse-
quently restricting penetration. Subsequently, material removal occurs mainly through
cutting, ploughing, or shearing mechanisms [10,15,26,27]. Conversely, at a 90◦ impact
angle, the surface of the rubber absorbs the normal kinetic energy component, leading to
deformation wear with repeated impacts [10,28]. Impingement at different angles results in
differences in material loss and variations in eroded surface topography. The results align
with previous studies [10,15,26–30].

The SEM images in Figure 8 and AFM images in Figure 9 reveal the distinct topogra-
phies of eroded rubber surfaces subjected to the impact of 120 kg of sand at various angles.
At smaller impact angles, the surfaces appear smoother than those at normal incidence,
showing evident signs of cutting, shearing, and ploughing. Conversely, the granular struc-
ture at higher angles indicates severe deformation. The observed impact craters and cracks
at higher angles reflect the intense mechanical stress exerted on the material, leading to
significant surface disruption. Sand embedments further illustrate the depth and severity of
the impact as particles become lodged within the rubber matrix. These findings underscore
the varied slurry erosion mechanisms that occur at different impact angles, corroborating
previous studies [10,15,26,27]. This detailed analysis highlights the importance of under-
standing how impact angles influence erosion. By examining the surface morphology
through SEM and AFM images, it becomes evident that the erosion mechanisms are not
uniform but rather dependent on the impact angles.

4.3. Surface Roughness

The average roughness analysis derived from AFM images of eroded CR surfaces
subjected to different impact angles is presented in Figure 10. When impacted by sand,
the rubber surfaces displayed a matte appearance. The average roughness of CR impacted
at 15◦ showed a slight increase, while those impacted at 30◦, 45◦, and 90◦ exhibited a
substantial increase. As indicated in Table 4, the average roughness of CR impacted at
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30◦, 45◦, and 90◦ increased by 95, 151, and 250%, respectively. This increase in average
roughness correlates directly with the impact angles: the higher the impact angle, the
rougher the eroded CR surfaces become. It is noted that the increase in roughness of the CR
eroded sample at 90◦ was 40 times higher than that of the CR eroded sample at 15◦. These
quantitative findings confirm the variations in slurry erosion resistance and mechanisms
of CR at different impact angles, as demonstrated by the previous results of mass loss,
microscope, AFM, and SEM images.

While images from microscopic, SEM, and AFM techniques provide detailed topo-
graphical information on slurry erosion mechanisms and quantitative data like average
roughness measured by AFM, obtaining these results demands considerable time, espe-
cially for SEM and AFM imaging. These methods are also time-consuming and expensive.
Additionally, preparing rubber samples for AFM and SEM involves cutting and coating,
making these techniques destructive and unsuitable for subsequent analyses. The electron
bombardment from SEM can significantly damage the rubber surface by causing extensive
cross-link formation, leading to a heavily cross-linked surface layer that may exhibit differ-
ent erosion behaviour [31]. Consequently, using the same rubber samples for slurry erosion
testing to obtain erosion rates is impractical, as erosion rates are typically derived from the
slope between impingement sand quantity and cumulative material loss from the same CR
samples. Furthermore, obtaining prompt, real-time results to track slurry erosion status is
impossible with these methods.

4.4. Slurry Erosion and Surface Gloss

The evolution of CR surfaces can be effectively monitored through gloss tracking,
providing valuable insights into surface alterations over time. Figures 11 and 12 provide a
visual representation of gloss data recorded at each cycle of slurry erosion testing, offering
a comprehensive view of how gloss values evolve throughout the testing process with
different amounts of impingement sand and impact energy. The results show that the gloss
values of CR samples decreased after being impacted by impingement sand with impact
energy at all angles. The gloss value decreased significantly at the onset of erosion testing
but appeared to stabilise as the CR samples were subjected to impacts from more than
60 kg of sand. The extent of gloss change depended on the impact angles. Specifically,
after the first round of testing (20 kg), the gloss of CR decreased by approximately 15%
at 15◦, 23% at 30◦, 27% at 45◦, and 43% at 90◦. The reduction in gloss after the samples
were impacted by particles or rain is consistent with the findings of Leishman G. et al. [11].
Additionally, Figure 13 presents a comparative analysis of the changes in gloss data for CR
samples impacted at varying angles, elucidating any angle-dependent trends or patterns in
surface gloss alterations. The error bars depicted in the figures represent a 95% confidence
interval for the results.

Moreover, the quantitative data obtained from gloss measurements in Figure 12 could
be utilised as input for a numerical modelling approach aimed at predicting the lifespan of
rubber lining and determining the required frequency and scope of repair interventions.
By integrating the gloss data into such predictive models, it becomes possible to assess the
degradation rate of the rubber lining over time and anticipate potential failure points or
deterioration patterns. This proactive approach to maintenance planning can help optimise
resource allocation and minimise downtime by scheduling timely repairs or replacements
based on predictive insights derived from the gloss measurements.

Figure 13 indicates that after the final stage of slurry erosion testing, the gloss of CR
was reduced by approximately 35% at 15◦ impact angles, while the reduction exceeded 50%
at 30◦, 45◦, and 90◦ impact angles. These findings are consistent with the average roughness
data obtained from AFM measurements, confirming the different erosion mechanisms at
various impact angles. Visual inspection corroborates these observations, showing that CR
samples become rougher when impacted at higher angles. The extent of gloss reduction in
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relation to the impact angles observed in this study can be estimated using Equation (3),
as follows:

Gloss reduction (%) = 13.57x + 22 (3)

where x is the impact angle (◦).
These results demonstrate a clear correlation between impact angle and the degree

of gloss reduction, reflecting the varying erosion resistance of CR at different angles. The
linear relationship described by Equation (3) provides a quantitative measure to predict
the gloss reduction based on the impact angle, highlighting the impact of angle-dependent
erosion mechanisms on the surface properties of CR samples.

Figure 14 displays the gloss data recorded at each slurry erosion testing cycle plotted
against cumulative material loss. As depicted in Figure 14, the gloss values of CR samples
experienced a significant reduction with the initial material loss but then stabilised at
specific values. Notably, the glossiness of CR samples remained constant once their material
loss reached certain levels. This indicates that the gloss value remains consistent beyond a
certain point regardless of further material loss. These observations are consistent with the
changes observed in mass loss and gloss with varying amounts of impingement sand and
impact energy.
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Figure 14. Gloss units for CR as a function of cumulative mass loss at impact angles of 15◦, 30◦, 45◦,
and 90◦.

These findings suggest that initial erosion significantly impacts surface gloss, but as
erosion progresses and material loss accumulates, the gloss stabilises. This stabilisation
points to a steady state of material loss in the slurry erosion process, where further material
removal does not significantly alter surface gloss. This relationship between gloss stability
and material loss can be crucial for predicting the lifespan and maintenance needs of rubber
components in abrasive environments.

Examining the cumulative material loss in Figure 6 and the gloss units in Figure 10
with respect to the amount of impingement sand, it becomes clear that after 60 kg of sand
impingement, the cumulative material loss entered a linear phase relative to the impinge-
ment sand amount, indicating the attainment of a steady state of erosion. Concurrently,
the gloss units remained stable across all impact angles. These findings suggest that once
the steady state of rubber material loss is reached, the gloss values of eroded surfaces tend
to stabilise, showing little to no change over time. This indicates that the erosion process
is relatively constant, resulting in consistent surface gloss properties. In this study, gloss
tracking during slurry erosion testing revealed that it takes less than 3 h to determine the
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sand amount required to reach a steady state of erosion, starkly contrasting to traditional
mass loss methods that typically require at least three days. Using gloss measurements
to monitor the steady state of CR slurry erosion is 24 times faster than the traditional
mass loss method. This implies that the slurry erosion status can be effectively tracked
in real-time using gloss measurements, eliminating the need for mass measurement. The
gloss measurement provides a more accurate assessment and does not require an extensive
drying time of over 16 h before measurement, as seen in traditional methods. If the gloss
values at each erosion stage for a given set of rubber samples are known, as illustrated in
Figures 11 and 12, these data could serve as an assessment tool for characterising slurry
erosion in real-world rubber linings commonly used in the mining industry.

By correlating changes in gloss values with specific erosion stages, it becomes possible
to establish quantitative benchmarks for evaluating the extent and severity of erosion
damage experienced by rubber linings over time. This information can inform maintenance
strategies, allowing for proactive interventions to mitigate wear and prolong the operational
lifespan of rubber linings in mining applications. This approach depends on knowing
the type of rubber used for lining mining equipment and establishing the gloss value
progression with erosion. The quantity of impinging sand required for rubber samples
to reach their steady state of slurry erosion can be determined using gloss measurements.
By identifying the point at which gloss values stabilise, continuous slurry erosion testing
can proceed during the initial stage without needing to dry and weigh the eroded rubber
samples until the predetermined amount of sand is reached. Subsequently, the erosion
rates of rubber samples can be computed from the slope of the graph, illustrating the
relationship between the amount of sand and cumulative material loss after the designated
sand exposure period. This approach significantly reduces the time needed for slurry
erosion testing.

Gathering sufficient gloss measurement data on the rubber lining allows for a more
precise assessment of slurry erosion. This method reveals the current erosion state and
predicts when the lining will enter the active erosion phase, known as the steady state.
Identifying this phase enables operators to proactively address escalating erosion rates,
implementing timely maintenance to extend the service life of rubber linings. This proactive
approach boosts operational efficiency, reduces downtime, and lowers overall lifecycle
costs in mining applications. The gloss meter method presents numerous advantages
compared to current methods for assessing slurry erosion on rubber linings. It can provide
quantitative results, is portable, allows quick quantitative measurements, and is cost-
effective, requiring minimal expertise. However, there are some drawbacks to consider.
Gloss measurements are limited to a small area compared to the entire lining, necessitating
multiple measurements, and they can be affected by surface contaminants.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, this study examined the slurry erosion behaviour of chloroprene rubber
(CR) under varying impact conditions, such as the amounts of sand, impact angles, and
energy, employing a combination of quantitative and qualitative measurement techniques.
The research illustrates that cumulative material loss in CR increases directly to the amount
of impinging sand, stabilising notably after approximately 60 kg of sand impingement. This
stabilisation is consistent across impact angles and closely correlates with an impact energy
of around 30 kJ, highlighting the pivotal role of impact conditions in shaping erosion rates.

While traditional mass loss methods proved effective, they were notably time-intensive
due to extended drying requirements for accurate mass loss measurements of high erosion-
resistant material such as rubbers. Qualitative methods such as visual inspection and
optical imaging offered rapid initial assessments, revealing distinct changes in eroded
area shapes with varying impact angles—from cutting and ploughing at lower angles to
deformation and crater formation at higher angles. Subsequent SEM and AFM analyses
confirmed these observations, demonstrating surface topography changes and increased
roughness at higher impact angles. However, these methods also have significant time and
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cost implications, with sample preparation for AFM and SEM being particularly disruptive
and unsuitable for subsequent analyses.

Gloss measurements emerged as a practical alternative for real-time erosion moni-
toring. The differences in the gloss of eroded CR surfaces impacted at different angles
highlight varying slurry erosion mechanisms, as confirmed by SEM and AFM results.
Gloss measurements showed stabilised gloss values upon reaching critical material loss
thresholds, indicating a state of steady erosion. Further material removal minimally affects
surface gloss in this state, establishing a linear relationship between the amount of imping-
ing sand and material loss. Once a specific amount of sand and impact energy is reached,
the gloss values of eroded CR surfaces stabilise, signifying a steady state of material loss in
the slurry erosion process. This relationship between gloss stability and material loss is
crucial for predicting the lifespan and maintenance needs of rubber components in erosive
environments. Gloss measurements offer a faster and more accurate assessment method
than traditional mass loss measurements. They can determine the sand amount needed
to reach a steady state of erosion in less than 3 h, compared to the three days required by
traditional methods. This approach allows for real-time monitoring, eliminating the need
for extensive drying times.

Overall, integrating these measurement techniques significantly enhances our un-
derstanding of slurry erosion mechanisms in rubber materials and facilitates proactive
maintenance approaches to mitigate wear and extend service life in industrial applications.
By leveraging these insights, operators can streamline maintenance schedules, optimise
resource allocation, and reduce downtime, supporting operational efficiency and reducing
lifecycle costs associated with rubber components exposed to slurry erosion. These findings
underscore the critical importance of tailored measurement strategies in advancing the
durability and performance of rubber linings in demanding operational environments,
particularly in the mining industry. Future research could refine gloss measurement tech-
niques across diverse environmental conditions and explore integrating gloss data with
predictive models for more precise forecasts of rubber liner lifetimes and erosion rates.
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